
Day  14 LADDER motif 
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge  

 
Kat Brockway 
"Ladder of Success" 
Art ipad  
Description: proud to climb up the success ladder, not giving up the goals. Anyone 
cannot stop me. 
 

 
 
David Call 



The Immortality Ascension of Veditz 
Graphite 
Description:  Veditz's preservation for ASL was immortalized for eternality back in 
1913 when Veditz wanted to share his wisdom for all to see in his film reel. This 
artwork illustrates Veditz's film reel transforms into ladder with Veditz climbing on 
it to a new star. He became a star among other Deaf Greats such as Clerc, Betty G 
Miller, MacGregor, and others. In the film sequence starting from the bottom shows 
Veditz signing; sign...love...protect. Ever since those Deaf Great Stars are watching 
upon us. 
 
 

 
Heather Calliham 
Break through and rise above the clouds 



 
Frank L. Dattolo 
Titled: Deaf Utopia.  
Charcoal on recycled sketch paper. 
 
 
 
 



 
Patti Durr 
V ictory 
Watercolor 
9 x 12  
description: George W. Veditz on top of the Volta Bureau (AG Bell headquarters in 
DC) waving the Sign Union flag (by Arnaud Balard) A tall ladder leans on the left 
side of the building. There are two yellow police / crime scene tapes making an X in 
front of the Volta Bureau's doorway signifying that AG Bell and co have committed 
crimes against Deaf people and their families. There is a blue outlined human shape 
on the steps with red mark near ear and mouth would be as alot of experimentation 
and abuses has been done to Deaf infants and children in the name of pure Oralism 
that AG Bell the man and organizaiton promote. There is a bit of blue tape on one of 
the plaque and on the STOP sign blue letters of AGB appear. on the right side of the 
building are the faint shape of 12 windows/doors to remember the 12 children who 
died when cochlear implants began being used on children 

 

https://www.facebook.com/bal.art.no


 
 

Bethaney Hall 
"Colorful ASL Sky" 
8.5 by drawing paper, watercolor 
Description: …in my painting the black hole represents the emptiness as a deaf 
person climbing nowhere but up towards the colorful sky embracing the beauty in 
ASL. 



 

Takiyah Harris 



1. No Job Promotion for Deaf 
Mixed Media 
10x8 

2. Find a true love at Gallaudet College 
Mixed media 
8x10 

 

 

Storm Ren Heidi 
Ascension Journey 
Multi Meida 

 



 

Hinda Kasher 
Dr. Laurene Simms AKA the Ladder to the Multiculturalism in Our Deaf/DeafBlind 
Community 
Sharpie fine and broad markers, highlighters 
2015 



 

Ellen Mansfield 
Debbie Rennie's poem "Black Hole: Color ASL" 

 
Ken McBroom 



Isaiah 43 18-26 
Collage 
 

 
Tracey Milo 
"Infinity Ladder" 
ArtRage3 
Description:  using MC Escher's style, the ASL goes on forever, from amateur to 
novice ASL. 
 

 
Laurie Rose Monahan 



Day 14 ladder AND Day 16 eyes 
"Aim High" (ladder) and "Look Out For Each Other" (eyes) 
Ipad, Sketches app 
 
 

 
 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 
"ASL = Ladder to the World" 
Description:  Two pieces of land with huge chasm in between. Top land piece says 
"The World" bottom land piece says "A Deaf Child" Across the chasm is a ladder 
made out of arms and hands. With "ASL" and an arrow pointed to the ladder. Colors 
mostly Black and White. Some grey (side of chasm) Ladder is red-orange 



 
Brenda Pond 
Title: Reaching the Ladder to the Moon/Sun  
Nothing will stop you from reaching up higher! 
Media: Acrylic Paint 
 



 
Nancy Rourke 
We Fly 
18 inch by 24 inch 
oil on canvas 
Description:  The painting is inspired by Debbie Rennie's Black Hole: Color ASL 
The sky is blue the first time and then the Deaf artists painted the whole sky with 
blue, red, yellow, green and black with their hands. The can of black paint splattered 
and made black holes, but the artists made it to the top and flew out before the 
ladder went into the sinkhole. The ladder from the bottom shows "Deaf Identity" 
and then on up to "Deaf Experience", to "the Beauty of De'VIA". This is the part of an 
artistic growth from the beginning of the artists' first experience when they started 
art as a self portrait, searching for identity. And this is my personal tribute to the 
De'VIA artists in De'VIA Central FB group who have been working so hard for the 
first 14 days of February Challenge. This is my way of thanking them for 
participating the challenge project 



 
Paul Scearce 
Title: Untitled (will think of one) 
Media: Photoshop 
Description; A Deaf child saw a land full of beautiful sign language beyond the wall. 
 

 
Tiffany Slieff 
"BrEak UNIformity, BE UNIque" 



Acrylic Painting 
10 inch by 7 inch 
Winter 2010 
Description: Feel unlucky? The rhythm of green symbolizes either lucky or unlucky, 
but unique pink appearance makes the background unlucky and uniform. Therefore, 
the deaf pink is nothing but a good health, love, and patience enough to show an 
universal, unconditional love outside of the green hearing world. Stay up, Chin up! 
 

 
Diane A. Squires  
Success! 
iPad - ArtRage 
 
 
 


